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Mrs Langley’s Book of the Month 

Vienna, 1936. 

 

Elsa, Leo and Max have always been best friends, a special team of three. 

Then the Nazis come. 

  

As a growing darkness descends around them, Leo and Elsa run for their 

lives, taking two very different paths across Europe. And Max, once their 

closest friend, now becomes the enemy as he is drawn into the Hitler Youth. 

Will the friends ever find their way back to each other? Will they want to? 

  

Inspired by a true story, WHEN THE WORLD WAS OURS is an extraordinary 

novel that is as powerful as it is heartbreaking, and shows how the bonds of 

love, family and friendship allow glimmers of hope to flourish, even in the 

most hopeless of times.  

 

Three friends. Two sides. One memory. 



 

 

Top Ten Reads  -  January 22 

1. When The World Was Ours – Liz Kessler 

2. Soul Hunters – Chris Bradford 

3. Robin Hood – Robert Muchamore 

4. The Revelry – Katherine Webber 

5. S.T.A.G.S. – M A Bennett 

6. 

  

Life on the Refrigerator Door – Alice Kuipers 

  

7. A Good Girl’s Guide to Murder – Holly Jackson 

8. Stolen – Lucy Christopher 

9. 

  

10. 

Slated – Teri Terry 

  

Girl Missing – Sophie McKenzie 
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Iris Malyon Vazquez 

Ella Getgood 

Selena Swift & Katie Doyle 

Completed the 13 by 13 Reading Challenge 

Reading Achievements 

Georgi Nenkov 

5 Million Words Read 

 



 

 

New Additions 

London, 1880. 
Eighteen-year-old Witch Hunter Luke Lexton has failed his initiation into the Malleus 
Maleficorum - the secretive brotherhood devoted to hunting witches. Instead of killing the witch 
he picked from the Book of Witches, he has committed the worst possible crime: he has fallen 
for her. 
Sixteen-year-old witch girl Rosa Greenwood has failed to secure her struggling family's future 
by marrying the handsome, cruel, rich and powerful Sebastian Knyvet. Instead she has set fire 
to his factory and has brought disgrace on her family. 
Now together they are on the run - from Rosa's ex-fiancé and from Luke's former brothers in 
the Malleus. As they flee across England, and with the danger of their past catching up to 
them ... can they overcome their differences? 

Can a witch hunter ever find love with a witch girl?  

Welcome to a world in the shadow of our own, a fairy-tale land where the dangers are real . . . 
In this second book in the Omte Origins trilogy, Amanda Hocking creates a new adventure in 
her much-loved Trylle universe. 
Will she finally discover her true home? 
In the beautiful city of Merellä, Ulla, Pan and Eliana made an incredible discovery. Determined 
to learn more, they embark on a quest that takes them across the world, to find an ancient city 
that may hold the key to Ulla's heritage. But powerful enemies are close behind – and they're 
catching up fast. 
While Ulla and Pan race to unlock the past, they discover an earth-shattering secret. This will 
challenge everything they thought they knew about the troll world. And Eliana must make a 
difficult choice, with far-reaching consequences. As their enemies draw closer, even the 
strongest bonds of friendship will be tested. But will they break at last?  

Welcome to a world in the shadow of our own, a fairytale land where the dangers are very 

real . . . In this first book in the Omte Origins trilogy, Amanda Hocking creates a fantastic 

adventure in her much-loved Trylle universe. Can she unlock the secrets of her past? Ulla 

Tulin was abandoned in an isolated Kanin town as a baby. 

Taken in by strangers and raised hidden away like many half-blood trolls, she has never 

stopped searching for her parents, or wondering about them. When Ulla hears of a project to 

help half-blood trolls, in the beautiful city of Merella, she seizes the chance to discover her true 

heritage. 

She enlists the help of Pan Soriano, who is both handsome and resourceful - a half-human 

with telekinesis powers. And she must also contend with Eliana, a mysterious girl who claims 

she's being pursued. 

Though Ulla suspects there's rather more to the story. Ulla and Pan work to unravel the truth 

about themselves and Eliana. 

But in the process, they realize that someone - or something - is determined to stop them. And 

they face a force that will do anything to keep certain secrets. The Lost City by Amanda 

Hocking is the terrific first book in the Omte Origins trilogy. 



 

 

New Additions 

Perfect for fans of Karen McManus and Holly Jackson. A DEADLY GAME. A PUZZLE TO 
SOLVE. A FORTUNE AT STAKE. One step forward. Avery thought that solving the riddle left 
by billionaire Tobias Hawthorne would reveal why he left her - a complete stranger - his entire 
fortune. Two steps back. But as the cryptic clues tale an unexpected twist and the handsome 
and enigmatic Hawthorne grandsons continue to pull her in different directions, Avery can't 
help but wonder who she can really trust and who is just looking out for themselves. 
What happens when the truth just hides more secrets? 
Soon Avery realizes this game is no longer just about money and power. 



 

 

New Staff Book Club  

‘Girl A,’ she said. ‘The girl who escaped. If anyone was going to make it, it was going to be 

you.’ 

I am Lex Gracie: but they call me Girl A. 
I grew up with my family on the moors. 

I escaped when I was fifteen years old. 

NOW SOMETHING IS PULLING ME BACK… 

'Mum, there's some people here from college, they asked me back to theirs. Just for an hour or 
so. Is that OK?' 
Midsummer 2017: teenage mum Tallulah heads out on a date, leaving her baby son at home 
with her mother, Kim. 
At 11 p.m. she sends her mum a text message. At 4.30 a.m. Kim awakens to discover that 
Tallulah has not come home. 
Friends tell her that Tallulah was last seen heading to a pool party at a house in the woods 
nearby called Dark Place. 
Tallulah never returns. 
2018: walking in the woods behind the boarding school where her boyfriend has just started as 
a head teacher, Sophie sees a sign nailed to a fence.  A sign that says: DIG HERE . .  

IT WAS THE LAST THING HE TOLD ME: PROTECT HER 

Before Owen Michaels disappears, he manages to smuggle a note to his new wife, 

Hannah: protect her. Hannah knows exactly who Owen needs her to protect - his teenage 

daughter, Bailey, who lost her mother tragically as a child. And who wants absolutely nothing 

to do with her new stepmother. 

As her desperate calls to Owen go unanswered, his boss is arrested for fraud and the police 

start questioning her, Hannah realises that her husband isn't who he said he was. And that 

Bailey might hold the key to discovering Owen's true identity, and why he disappeared. 

Together they set out to discover the truth. But as they start putting together the pieces of 

Owen's past, they soon realise that their lives will never be the same again...  

Two sisters 

One secret 

Someone knows what they did… 

Leigh doesn’t like to talk about her sister. 

  

About the night that tore them apart. 

 About what they did. 

 But someone else is about to.  

How far will Leigh go to protect her family? 



 

 

PARIS, 1939 

Odile Souchet is obsessed with books, and her new job at the American Library in Paris - with 

its thriving community of students, writers and book lovers - is a dream come true. When war 

is declared, the Library is determined to remain open. But then the Nazis invade Paris, and 

everything changes. 

In Occupied Paris, choices as black and white as the words on a page become a murky shade 

of grey - choices that will put many on the wrong side of history, and the consequences of 

which will echo for decades to come. 

MONTANA, 1983 

Lily is a lonely teenager desperate to escape small-town Montana. She grows close to her 

neighbour Odile, discovering they share the same love of language, the same longings. But as 

Lily uncovers more about Odile's mysterious past, she discovers a dark secret, closely 

guarded and long hidden. 

Based on the true Second World War story of the heroic librarians at the American Library in 

Paris, this is an unforgettable novel of romance, friendship, family, and of heroism found in the 

quietest of places.  

New Staff Book Club 

Life is short. 
 
No-one knows that better than seventeen-year-old Lenni. But as she is about to learn, it's not 
only what you make of life that matters, but who you share it with. 
 
Dodging doctor's orders, she joins an art class where she bumps into fellow patient Margot, a 
rebel-hearted eight-three-year-old from the next ward. Their bond is instant as they realize that 
together they have lived an astonishing one hundred years. 
 
To celebrate their shared century, they decide to paint their life stories: of growing old and 
staying young, of giving joy, of receiving kindness, of losing love, of finding the person who is 
everything. 
 
As their friendship deepens, it becomes vividly clear that life is not done with Lenni and Margot 
yet. 
 

An extraordinary friendship. A lifetime of stories. Their last one begins here. 

Detective Inspector William Warwick is tasked with a dangerous new line of work, to go 
undercover and expose corruption at the heart of the Metropolitan Police Force. 
 
His team focuses on Detective Sergeant Jerry Summers, a young officer living an extravagant 
lifestyle. But Summers develops a personal relationship with a WPC on William’s team and the 
investigation hangs in the balance. 
 
As his undercover officers draw the threads together, William realizes that the corruption may 
go far higher than his initial assessment, and that more of his colleagues than he thought 

possible might be willing to turn a blind eye . .  



 

 

IN THIS WORLD, PERFECTION IS EVERYTHING. 

It begins as a way to make things fairer. An education system that will benefit everyone. It’s all 

in the name of progress. 

This is what Elena Fairchild believes. As a teacher in one of the government’s elite schools for 

children with high ‘Q’ scores, she witnesses the advantages first-hand. 

But when Elena’s own daughter scores lower than expected, she is taken away. Elena follows 

her to her new home. A government institute. 

What she finds there makes Elena question everything. Because this world is about perfection 

– and that comes at a terrible price. 

New Staff Book Club 

Life is short. 
 
No-one knows that better than seventeen-year-old Lenni. But as she is about to learn, it's not 
only what you make of life that matters, but who you share it with. 
 
Dodging doctor's orders, she joins an art class where she bumps into fellow patient Margot, a 
rebel-hearted eight-three-year-old from the next ward. Their bond is instant as they realize that 
together they have lived an astonishing one hundred years. 
 
To celebrate their shared century, they decide to paint their life stories: of growing old and 
staying young, of giving joy, of receiving kindness, of losing love, of finding the person who is 
everything. 
 
As their friendship deepens, it becomes vividly clear that life is not done with Lenni and Margot 
yet. 
 

An extraordinary friendship. A lifetime of stories. Their last one begins here. 
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